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1. Remoter configuration

1.1 Adding a new Remoter
1.2 Edit/Export/Delete operation of an existing Remoter

(Take “Export” operation for an example.)
1.3 Importing a Remoter
2. All ON/OFF control
3. Control button configuration

3.1 Scene Control

3.1.1 Adding a new Scene Control
3.1.2 Instant modify/Delete/Edit operation of an existing Scene Control
3.2 Individual Control

3.2.1 Adding a new Individual Control
3.2.2 Adding a new virtual Individual (RGB Lighting) Control
3.2.3 Instant modify/Delete/Edit operation of an existing Virtual Individual (RGB ) Control

(Take “Instant modify” operation for an example.)
3.2.4 Instant modify/Delete/Edit operation of an existing Individual Control

(Take “Instant modify” operation for an example.)
3.3 Group Control

3.3.1 Adding a new Group Control
3.3.2 Instant modify/Delete/Edit operation of an existing Group Control
4. Dali system commissioning

4.1 Entering the commissioning page

Note: Please contact the sales executive for getting the commission “password” as needed.
4.2 Group commissioning
4.3 Individual commissioning
4.4 Scene commissioning

4.4.1 Individual setting for scene commissioning
4.4.2 Virtual individual (RGB) setting for scene commissioning
4.5 Virtual Individual grouping